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with a view to prevent misgivings is held that the larger borrower is
and operate as a sateguard in certain supposed to have a better chance Io
critical circumstances. Besides, mern- secure elsewhere what he wishes than
bers are also at liberty to de- the smaller one. Thus comes in the
posit other small savings bearing a golden rule of benefitting the many
fixed rate of interest, equal generally without injury to the few. Moreover,
to the current rate in the-locality for being divided in very small amounts,
such deposits. These deposits as the loans stand a far better oppor-
well as the funds accumulated by the tunity of being faithfully reimbursed
payment of the shares are used for than would larger ones, a greater
loans to mernbers, taking always good number of people being pledged to
care to keep a reserve on hand of the repayment of the total sum loan-
from twelve to twenty per cent. of ed. In order to facilitate the reim-
the general assets. This reserve is, bursement, the instalment plan is al-
of course, deposited in ordinary ways preferred by these societies. It
banks, benefiting thereby the larger is a great advantage for the bor-
institutions, for it must be admitted rower and a better securit for they
that most of these funds would not society, as everv instalment enhances
have o-therwise found their way to the the value of the loan.
banks. The percentage varies an ' d The amount that can be loaned at
experience shows what arnount should once to one member is always.passed
be constantly available in order to, upon at the annual general meeting,
meet readily all demands of withdraw- having regard to the funds available
als or loans. In my practical exper- and 1 the necessity of providing useful
ience of eight years with the working employnient for all the monies at the
of such a society in Levis, 1 have aIý disposal of the society.
ways found that from ten' to twelve
per cent.--even seven to nine--wa:, The rate of interest is fixed in cej-

quite sufficient to meet all the possible tain such associations by the general
meeting, but as a matter of fact ex-requirements of the members. rience has shown that this practice

These societies do not d-eal with Ple t the bes t one that can be adopt-
outsiders, that is to say, they do not Is 'no
take deposits from or grant loans to ed-. The number of borrowers are

most of the time a minority in Auch
tW general publie. They deal ex- socicties and, therefore, the majority
cluiske-ly with their own memberb, being those under the impression
Md no one can participate in their ' that they will not appeal for any
benefits, unless he be admitted as a loan, would seek to insure the highest
member. This conditio, ' n adds a -new possible return for their savings at
safeguerd in the granting of'loan,%, the expense of the minority, by de-
admission being allowed only after ciding a rather high rate of interest
the applicant bas showed that he pos- on such loans. The best way is toý
s"ses toa reasônable e3ttent the re- leave. the matter in the hands of the
quired qualities. Conimi,«ion of credit, the members

Withregard to the loaning aspect, of which, have no pers ôrial interest to
there is a striking féature to which serve, being deprived of the right to
your attention should be speciàlly berrow, and who will only endeavoi

drawn, and that is ý that the small to strike a fair and reasonable rate.

loans have always the prefèrence. It ý With reference to the much discuss-


